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Reactor measurement ofu13 and its complementarity to long-baseline experiments
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The possibility of measuring sin2 2u13 using reactor neutrinos is examined in detail. It is shown that the
sensitivity sin2 2u13.0.02 can be reached with 40 ton yr data by placing identical CHOOZ-like detectors at
near and far distances from a giant nuclear power plant whose total thermal energy is 24.3 GWth . It is
emphasized that this measurement is free from the parameter degeneracies that occur in accelerator appearance
experiments, and therefore the reactor measurement is complementary to accelerator experiments. It is also
shown that the reactor measurement may be able to resolve the degeneracy inu23 if sin2 2u13 and cos2 2u23 are
relatively large.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the accumulating knowledge of neutrino mas
and lepton flavor mixing from atmospheric@1#, solar @2,3#,
and accelerator@4# neutrino experiments, the~1-3! sector of
the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata~MNS! matrix @5# is still unclear.
At the moment, we know only thatuUe3u5sinu13[s13 is
small, s13

2 &0.03, from the bound imposed by the CHOO
reactor experiment@6#. In this paper we assume that the lig
neutrino sector consists of three active neutrinos only. On
the challenging goals in the attempt to explore the full str
ture of lepton flavor mixing would be measuring the lepton
CP or T violating phased in the MNS matrix. If the Kam-
LAND experiment @7# confirms the large-mixing-angle
~LMA ! Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! @8,9# solu-
tion of the solar neutrino problem, the one most favored
recent analyses of solar neutrino data@3,10#, we will have an
open route toward this goal. Yet there might still exist a l
impasse, namely, the possibility of a too small value ofu13.
Thus, it has recently been emphasized more and m
strongly that the crucial next step toward the goal is
determination ofu13.

In this paper, we raise the possibility that an̄e disappear-
ance experiment using reactor neutrinos could be potent
the fastest~and the cheapest! way to detect the effects of
nonzerou13. In fact, such an experiment using the Krasn
yarsk reactor complex was described earlier@11#, in which
the sensitivity to sin22u13 can be as low as;0.01, an order
of magnitude lower than in the CHOOZ experiment. We a
briefly outline basic features of our proposal and reexam
the sensitivity to sin22u13 in this paper.

It appears that the most popular way of measuringu13 is
the next generation long-baseline~LBL ! neutrino oscillation
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experiments MINOS@12#, OPERA @13#, and JHF phase I
@14#. It may be followed either by conventional superbea
@15# experiments~the JHF phase II@14# and possibly others
@16,17#! or by experiments at neutrino factories@18,19#. It is
pointed out, however, that the measurement ofu13 in LBL
experiments with only a neutrino channel~as planned in JHF
phase I! would suffer from large intrinsic uncertainties, o
top of the experimental errors, due to the dependence o
unknownCP phase and the sign ofDm31

2 @20#. Furthermore,
it is noticed that an ambiguity remains in the determinat
of u13 and other parameters even if precise measuremen
the appearance probabilities in neutrino as well as
tineutrino channels are carried out, that is, the problem of
parameter degeneracy@20–26#. ~For a global overview of
parameter degeneracy, see@26#.! While some ideas toward a
solution have been proposed, the problem is hard to so
experimentally, and it is not likely to be resolved in the ne
future.

We emphasize in this paper that reactorn̄e disappearance
experiments provide a particularly clean environment for
measurement ofu13; namely, it can be regarded as a ded
cated experiment for determination ofu13; it is insensitive to
the ambiguity due to all the remaining oscillation paramet
as well as to the matter effect. This is in sharp contrast w
the features of LBL experiments described above. Thus,
reactor measurement ofu13 will provide us with valuable
information complementary to that from LBL experimen
and will play an important role in resolving the problem
parameter degeneracy. We show here that reducing the
tematic errors is crucial for the reactor measurement ofu13 to
be competitive in accuracy with LBL experiments. W
present a preliminary analysis of its possible role in this c
text. It is then natural to think about the possibility that o
has better control by combining the two complementary w
of measuringu13, the reactor and the accelerator methods
fact, we show in this paper that nontrivial relations ex
between theu13 measurements by the two methods thanks
their complementary nature, so that in the luckiest case
may be able to derive constraints on the value of theCP
violating phased or determine the neutrino mass hierarch
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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II. REACTOR EXPERIMENT AS A CLEAN LABORATORY FOR u13 MEASUREMENT

Let us examine in this section how clean the measurement ofu13 by a reactor experiments is. To define our notation,
note that the standard notation@27#

U5F c12c13 s12c13 s13e
2 id

2s12c232c12s23s13e
id c12c232s12s23s13e

id s23c13

s12s232c12c23s13e
id 2c12s232s12c23s13e

id c23c13
G ~1!
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is used for the MNS matrix throughout this paper, whereci j
and si j ( i , j 51 –3) imply cosuij and sinuij , respectively.
The mass squared difference of the neutrinos is define
Dmi j

2 [mi
22mj

2 , wheremi is the mass of thei th eigenstate.
We examine possible ‘‘contamination’’ byd, the matter

effect, the sign ofDm31
2 , and the solar parameters one

one. We first note that, due to the low neutrino energy o
few MeV, reactor experiments are inherently disappeara
experiments, which can measure only the survival proba
ity P( n̄e→ n̄e). It is well known that the survival probability
does not depend on theCP phased in arbitrary matter den-
sities @28#.

In any reactor experiment on the Earth, short or lo
baseline, the matter effect is very small because the ener
quite low and can be ignored to a good approximation. T
can be seen by comparing the matter and the vacuum ef
~as the matter correction comes in only through this com
nation in the approximate formula in@18#!:

aL

uD31u
52.831024S uDm31

2 u

2.531023 eV2D 21S E

4 MeVD
3S r

2.3 g cm23D S Ye

0.5D , ~2!

where

D i j [
Dmi j

2 L

2E
~3!

with E being the neutrino energy andL the baseline length
The best fit value ofuDm31

2 u is given by uDm31
2 u52.5

31023 eV2 from the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric ne
trino data@29#, and we use this as the reference value
uDm31

2 u throughout this paper.a5A2GFNe denotes the index
of refraction in matter withGF being the Fermi constant an
Ne the electron number density on Earth, which is related
the Earth matter densityr as Ne5Yer/mp whereYe is the
proton fraction. Once we know that the matter effect is n
ligible we immediately recognize that the survival probab
ity is independent of the sign ofDm31

2 .
Therefore, the vacuum probability formula applies. T

general probability formula in vacuum is analytically writte
as @27#
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P(na→nb)

P( n̄a→ n̄b)J 5dab24(
j ,k

Re~Ua jUb j* Uak* Ubk!

3sin2S Dmjk
2 L

4E D 72(
j ,k

Im~Ua jUb j* Uak* Ubk!

3sinS Dmjk
2 L

2E D , ~4!

wherea,b5e,m,t, and the minus and plus signs in front o
the Im(Ua jUb j* Uak* Ubk) term correspond to neutrino and a
tineutrino channels, respectively. From Eq.~4! the exact ex-
pression forP( n̄e→ n̄e) is given by

12P~ n̄e→ n̄e!54(
j ,k

uUe ju2uUeku2sin2S Dmjk
2 L

4E D
5sin22u13sin2

D31

2

1
1

2
c12

2 sin22u13sinD31sinD21

1~c13
4 sin22u121c12

2 sin22u13cosD31!

3sin2
D21

2
, ~5!

where the parametrization~1! has been used in the secon
equality. The last three terms in the second equality of
~5! are suppressed relative to the main depletion term,
first term of the right-hand side of Eq.~5!, by e, e2/sin22u13,
ande2, respectively, wheree[Dm21

2 /uDm31
2 u. Assuming that

uDm31
2 u5(1.6–3.9)31023 eV2 @29#, e.0.1–0.01 for the

LMA MSW solar neutrino solution@3,10#. Then, the second
and fourth terms in the second equality can be ignored,
though the third term can be of order unity compared w
the main depletion term provided thate.0.1. ~Notice that
we are considering the measurement of sin22u13 in the range
of 0.1–0.01.! Therefore, assuming thatuDm31

2 u is determined

by LBL experiments with good accuracy, the reactorn̄e dis-
appearance experiment gives us a clean measurement ou13
which is independent of any solar parameters except for
case of highDm21

2 LMA solutions.
If the high Dm21

2 LMA solution with Dm21
2 ;1024 eV2

turns out to be the right one, we need to take special car
7-2
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the second term of the second equality of Eq.~5!. In this
case, the determination ofu13 and the solar angleu12 are
inherently coupled,1 and we would need a joint analysis fro
a near-far detector complex~see the next section! and Kam-
LAND.

III. NEAR-FAR DETECTOR COMPLEX: BASIC
CONCEPTS AND ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY

In order to obtain good sensitivity to sin22u13, the selec-
tion of an optimized baseline and having small statistical a
systematic errors are crucial. For instance, the base
length that gives the oscillation maximum for reactorn̄e’s
which have typical energy 4 MeV is 1.7 km forDm2.2.5
31023 eV2. Along with this baseline selection, if systemat
and statistical errors can be reduced to the 1% level, whic
2.8 times better than the CHOOZ experiment@6#, an order of
magnitude improvement for the sin22u13 sensitivity is pos-
sible at Dm2.2.531023 eV2. In this section we demon
strate that this kind of experiment is potentially possible
we place a CHOOZ-like detector with a baseline of 1.7 k
200 m underground near a reactor of 24.3 GWth thermal
power. The reactor can be regarded as a simplified versio
the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear power plant, which consi
of seven reactors whose maximum energy generation
24.3 GWth .

The major part of the systematic error is caused by un
tainties in the neutrino flux calculation, the number of pr
tons, and the detection efficiency. For instance, in
CHOOZ experiment, the uncertainty of the neutrino flux
2.1%, that of the number of protons is 0.8%, and that of

1The effect of nonzerou13 for measurement ofu12 at KamLAND
is discussed in@30#.

TABLE I. Systematic errors in the Bugey and CHOOZ-like e
periments. Relative errors in the CHOOZ-like experiment are th
expected with the same reduction rates of errors as those of Bu

Bugey
Absolute

normalization
Relative

normalization
Relative/
absolute

Flux 2.8% 0.0% 0
Number of protons 1.9% 0.6% 0.32
Solid angle 0.5% 0.5% 1
Detection efficiency 3.5% 1.7% 0.49

Total 4.9% 2.0%

CHOOZ-like
Absolute

normalization

Relative
normalization

~expected!
Relative/
absolute

Flux 2.1% 0.0% 0
Number of protons 0.8% 0.3% 0.38
Detection efficiency 1.5% 0.7% 0.47

Total 2.7% 0.8%
For bins 8.1% 2.4%
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detection efficiency 1.5%, as is shown in Table I. The unc
tainty of the neutrino flux includes ambiguities of the reac
thermal power generation, the reactor fuel component,
neutrino spectra from fission, and so on. The uncertainty
the detection efficiency includes a systematic shift in de
ing the fiducial volume. These systematic uncertainties, h
ever, cancel out if identical detectors are placed near and
from the reactors and data taken at the different detectors
compared.2

To estimate how good the cancellation will be, we stu
the case of the Bugey experiment, which uses three iden
detectors to detect reactor neutrinos at 14, 40, and 90 m.
the Bugey case, the uncertainty of the neutrino flux improv
from 3.5% to 1.7% and the error on the solid angle remain
the same (0.5%→0.5%). If each ratio of the improvemen
for the Bugey case is directly applicable to our case,
systematic uncertainty will improve from 2.7% to 0.8%
shown in Table I. The ambiguity in the solid angle will b
negligibly small because the absolute baseline is m
longer than in the Bugey case. We are thinking of the c
where the front detector is located 300 m away from

2This is more or less the strategy taken in the Bugey experim
@31#. The Krasnoyarsk group also plans in their Kr2Det propo
@11# to construct two identical 50 ton liquid scintillators at 1100
and 150 m from the Krasnoyarsk reactor. They indicate that
systematic error can be reduced to 0.5% by comparing the near
far detectors.

e
ey.

0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

0.01 0.1 1

|∆
m

132
   
/e

V
2 |

sin2 2θ13

90%CL

CHOOZ
2d.o.f.

σsys = 2%
10t•yr, 2d.o.f.

σsys = 2%
10t•yr, 1d.o.f.

σsys = 0.8%, 40t•yr, 2d.o.f.
σsys = 0.8%, 40t•yr, 1d.o.f.

FIG. 1. Shown are the 90% C.L. exclusion limits on sin22u13

that can be placed by the reactor measurement as described in
III. From left to right, the dash-dotted and dotted~the long-dashed
and short-dashed! lines are based on analyses with one and t
degrees of freedom~see the text!, respectively, forssys50.8%, 40
ton yr (ssys52%, 10 ton yr!. The solid line is the CHOOZ result
and the 90% C.L. interval 1.631023 eV2<Dm31

2 <3.931023 eV2

of the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data is shown
shaded strip.
7-3
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reactor we consider. In the actual setting with t
Kashiwazaki-Kariwa power plant, two near detectors may
necessary due to the extended array of seven reactors. H
after, we take 2% and 0.8% as the reference values for
relative systematic errorssys for the total number ofn̄e
events in our analysis. Let us examine the physics poten
of such a reactor experiment, assuming these reference
ues for the systematic error. We take, for concreteness,
Kashiwazaki-Kariwa reactor of 24.3 GWth thermal power
and assume its operation with 80% efficiency. Two identi
liquid scintillation detectors are located at 300 m and 1.7
away from the reactor and assumed to detectn̄e by delayed
coincidence with 70% detection efficiency.n̄e’s of 1–8 MeV
s

03301
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visible energy,Evisi5En̄e
20.8 MeV, are used and the num

ber of events is counted in 14 bins of 0.5 MeV. Witho
oscillation, a 10~40! ton yr measurement at the far detect
yields 20 000~80 000! n̄e events, which is naively compa
rable to a 0.7%~0.35%! statistical error.

First, let us calculate how much we could constra
sin22u13. Unlike the analysis in@31#, which uses the ratio of
the numbers of events at the near and far detectors, we
the difference of the numbers of eventsNi(L2)
2(L1 /L2)2Ni(L1), because statistical analysis with ratios
complicated~see, e.g.,@32#!. The definition ofDx2, which
stands for the deviation from the best fit point~nonoscillation
point!, is given by
e of
ion
ic

c errors
d to
error

measure

rees of
Dx2~sin22u13,uDm31
2 u![(

i 51

14
$@Ni (0)~L2!2~L1 /L2!2Ni (0)~L1!#2@Ni~L2!2~L1 /L2!2Ni~L1!#%2

Ni (0)~L2!1~L1 /L2!4Ni (0)~L1!1~ssys
bin!2Ni (0)

2 ~L2!
, ~6!

Ni~L j ![Ni~sin22u13,uDm31
2 u;L j !, Ni (0)~L j ![Ni~0,0;L j !,

wheressys
bin is the relative systematic error for each bin, which is assumed to be the same for all bins, andNi(sin22u13,uDm31

2 u)
denotes the theoretical number ofn̄e events within thei th energy bin. In principle both the systematic errorssabs sys

bin ~absolute
normalization! and ssys

bin ~relative normalization! appear in the denominator of Eq.~6!, but by taking the difference, we
have (11sabs sys

bin )@(11ssys
bin)Ni(L2)2(L1 /L2)2Ni(L1)#2@Ni(L2)2(L1 /L2)2Ni(L1)#5ssys

binNi(L2)1sabs sys
bin @Ni(L2)2(L1 /

L2)2Ni(L1)#, which indicates that the systematic error is dominated by the relative errorssys
bin , as the second term@Ni(L2)

2(L1 /L2)2Ni(L1)# is supposed to be small. In fact we have explicitly verified numerically that the presenc
(sabs sys

bin )2@Ni(L2)2(L1 /L2)2Ni(L1)#2 in the denominator of Eq.~6! does not affect any of our results. From the assumpt
that the relative systematic error for each bin is distributed equally into the bins,ssys

bin is estimated from the relative systemat
error ssys for the total number of events by

~ssys
bin!25ssys

2
@N(0)

tot ~L2!#2

(
i

Ni (0)
2 ~L2!

, N(0)
tot ~L2![(

i
Ni (0)~L2!, ~7!

since the uncertainty squared of the total number of events is obtained by adding up the bin-by-bin systemati
(ssys

bin)2Ni (0)
2 (L2); the ratiossys

bin/ssys is about 3 in our analysis. In Fig. 1, the 90% C.L. exclusion limits, which correspon
Dx252.7 for one degree of freedom~DOF!, are presented for two cases: a 10 ton yr measurement with 2% systematic
of the total number of events and a 40 ton yr measurement with 0.8% error. The figure shows that it is possible to
sin22u13 down to 0.02 at the maximum sensitivity with respect touDm31

2 u, and to 0.04 for largeruDm31
2 u, by a 40 ton yr

measurement, provided the quoted values of the systematic errors are realized. The CHOOZ result@6# is also depicted in Fig.
1. For a fair comparison with the CHOOZ contour, we also present in Fig. 1 the results of an analysis with two deg
freedom, which correspond toDx254.6 for 90% C.L., without assuming any precise knowledge ofuDm31

2 u.
Next, let us examine how precisely we could measure sin22u13. The definition ofDx2 is

Dx2~sin22u13,uDm31
2 u![(

i 51

14
$@Ni (best)~L2!2~L1 /L2!2Ni (best)~L1!#2@Ni~L2!2~L1 /L2!2Ni~L1!#%2

Ni (best)~L2!1~L1 /L2!4Ni (best)~L1!1~ssys
bin!2Ni (best)

2 ~L2!
, ~8!
the
e of
where Ni (best) denotesNi for the set of best fit parameter
(sin22u13

(best), uDm31
2(best)u) given artificially.ssys

bin is obtained in
Eq. ~7! by replacingNi (0) with Ni (best) and the ratiossys

bin/ssys

is about 3 again. We assume that the value ofuDm31
2 u is
known to a precision of 1024 eV2 from JHF phase I by the
time the reactor measurement is actually utilized to solve
degeneracy. Then we rely on the analysis with one degre
freedom, fixinguDm31

2 u as uDm31
2(best)u52.531023 eV2. The
7-4
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90% C.L. allowed regions for one degree of freedom, wh
bounds correspond toDx252.7, are presented in Fig. 2 fo
the values of sin22u13

(best) from 0.05 to 0.08~0.02 to 0.08! in
units of 0.01 in the case of a 10 ton yr~40 ton yr! measure-
ment with systematic errorssys52.0% ~0.8%!. We can read
off the error at 90% C.L. in sin22u13 and it is almost inde-
pendent of the central value sin22u13

(best). Thus, we have

sin22u135sin22u13
(best)60.043

~at 90% C.L., DOF51! for sin22u13
(best)*0.05

in the case ofssys52% with a 10 ton yr measurement, an

sin22u135sin22u13
(best)60.018

~at 90% C.L., DOF51! for sin22u13
(best)*0.02

in the case ofssys50.8% with a 40 ton yr measurement.
in
n
no
tio
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e IV. THE PROBLEM OF THE „u13,d,u23,Dm31
2
…

PARAMETER DEGENERACY

We explore in this and the following sections the possi
significance of reactor measurements ofu13 in the context of
the problem of parameter degeneracy. We show that a rea
measurement ofu13 can resolve the degeneracy at lea
partly if the measurement is sufficiently accurate. Towa
this goal, we first explain the problem of parameter deg
eracy in long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments. I
a notorious problem; a set of measurements of thenm disap-
pearance probability and the appearance oscillation p
abilities of nm→ne and n̄m→ n̄e , no matter how accurate
they may be, does not allow unique determination ofu13, d,
and u23. The problem was first recognized in the form
intrinsic degeneracy between the two sets of solutions
(u23,u13) for a given set of measurements in two differe
channelsnm→ne and nm→nt @21#. It was then observed
independently that a similar degeneracy of solutions
(u13,d) exists in measurements ofne appearance in the neu
trino and antineutrino channels@22#. The authors of@22#
made the first systematic analysis of the degeneracy prob
It was noticed that the degeneracy is further duplicated p
vided that two neutrino mass patterns, the normal (Dm31

2

.0) and the inverted (Dm31
2 ,0) hierarchies, are allowed

@23#. Finally, it was pointed out that the degeneracy can
maximally eightfold@24#. The analytical structure of the de
generate solutions was worked out in a general setting
@26#.

To illuminate the point, let us first restrict our treatment
a relatively short-baseline experiment such as the CE
Frejus project@16#. In this case, one can use the vacuu
oscillation approximation for the disappearance and app
ance probabilities. From the general formula~4! we have
12P~nm→nm!54(
j ,k

uUm j u2uUmku2sin2S Dmjk
2 L

4E D
5sin22u23sin2

D31

2
2S 1

2
c12

2 sin22u232s13s23
2 sin 2u23sin 2u12cosd D sinD21sinD311O~e2!1O~s13

2 !, ~9!

P~nm→ne!

P~ n̄m→ n̄e!
J 524(

j ,k
Re~Um jUe j* Umk* Uek!sin2S Dmjk

2 L

4E D 72(
j ,k

Im~Um jUe j* Umk* Uek!sinS Dmjk
2 L

2E D ,

5s23
2 sin22u13sin2

D31

2
1

1

2
JrsinD21sinD31cosd7JrsinD21sin2

D31

2
sind1O~es13

2 !, ~10!
es-

-

2

wheree[Dm21
2 /uDm31

2 u, Jr[sin 2u23sin 2u12c13
2 s13, and the

parametrization~1! has been used in the second equality
each formula. The minus and plus signs in front of the sid
term in Eq.~10! correspond to the neutrino and antineutri
channels, respectively. The explicit perturbative computa
 n

in @33# indicates that the matter effect enters into the expr
sion in a particular combination with other quantities~in the
form of s13

2 aL/D31), so that the effect is small. By the dis
appearance measurement at JHF, for example, sin22u23 and
uDm31

2 u will be determined with accuracies of 1% for 0.9
7-5
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<sin22u23<1.0 ~Fig. 11 in @14#! and 4%, respectively@14#.3

If u23 is not maximal, then we have two solutions foru23
(u23 andp/22u23), even if we ignore the uncertainty in th
determination of sin22u23. For example, if sin22u2350.95,
which is perfectly allowed by the most recent atmosphe
neutrino data@29#, thens23

2 can be either 0.39 or 0.61. Sinc
the dominant term in the appearance probability depe
upon s23

2 instead of sin22u23, this leads to a620% differ-
ence in the number of appearance events in this case. O
other hand, in the case of maximal mixing, it still leaves

3Usually one thinks of determining notuDm31
2 u but uDm32

2 u by a
disappearance measurement. But it does not appear possible
solve the difference between these two quantities because on
to achieve a resolution of ordere for the reconstructed neutrin
energy.

FIG. 2. Shown is the accuracy of determination of sin22u13 at
90% C.L. for the case of positive evidence based on analysis
one degree of freedom,Dx252.7. Figures~a! and ~b! are forssys

52%, 10 ton yr, andssys50.8%, 40 ton yr, respectively. The line
correspond to the best fit values of sin22u13, from left to right, 0.05
to 0.08 in units of 0.01 in~a!, and 0.02 to 0.08 in units of 0.01 in
~b!. The reference value ofuDm31

2(best)u is taken to be 2.5
31023 eV2, which is indicated by a gray line.
03301
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rather wide range ofu23, despite the fantastic accuracy o
the measurement. 1% accuracy in sin22u23 implies about
10% uncertainty ins23

2 . Thus, whenever we try to determin
sin22u13 from the appearance measurement, we have to
the ambiguity due to the twofold nature of the solutio
for s23

2 .
Let us discuss the simplest possible case, the lowDm2 or

the vacuum oscillation solution of the solar neutrino pro
lem. ~See, e.g.,@34# for a recent discussion.! In this case, one
can safely ignore terms of ordere in Eqs.~9! and~10!. Then
we are left with only the first terms in the second equality
these equations, the one-mass-scale dominant vacuum o
lation probabilities. Now let us define the symbolsx
5sin22u13 and y5s23

2 . Then, Eqs.~9! and ~10! take the
forms y5y1 or y2 ~corresponding to two solutions ofs23

2 )
and xy5const, respectively, for given values of the pro
abilities. It is then obvious that there are two crossing poi
of these curves. This is the simplest version of the (u13,u23)
degeneracy problem. We next discuss what happens ife is
not negligible although small: the case of the LMA sol
neutrino solution. In this case, the appearance curvexy
5const is split into two curves~although they are in fac
connected at their maximum value ofs23

2 ) because of the two
degenerate solutions of the set (d,u13) that are allowed for a

given set of values ofs23
2 , P(nm→ne), and P( n̄m→ n̄e).

Then, we have, in general, four crossing points on thex-y
plane for a given value of sin22u23, the fourfold degeneracy
Simultaneously, the twoy5const lines are slightly tilted and
the split between the two curves becomes larger at la
sin22u13, although the effect is too tiny to be clearly seen.
the baseline distance is longer, the Earth matter effect co
in and further splits each appearance contour into two,
pending upon the sign ofDm31

2 . Then we have four curves
~or two continuous contours, each of which intersects tw
with they5const line! and hence there are eight solutions
displayed in Fig. 3.4 This is a simple pictorial representatio
of the maximal eightfold parameter degeneracy@24#. To
draw Fig. 3, we have calculated disappearance and app
ance contours by using the approximate formula derived
Cerveraet al. @18#. We take the baseline distance and ne
trino energy asL5295 km andE5400 MeV with possible
relevance to the JHF project@14#. The Earth matter density is
taken to ber52.3 g cm23 based on the estimate given
@35#. The electron fractionYe is taken to be 0.5. We assum
for definiteness, that a long-baseline disappearance mea
ment has resulted in sin22u2350.92 and Dm31

2 52.5
31023 eV2. For the LMA solar neutrino parameters we ta
tan2u1250.38 andDm21

2 56.931025 eV2 @36#. We take the
values of these parameters and the matter density throug
this paper unless otherwise stated. The qualitative feature
the figure remain unchanged even if we employ values of
parameters obtained by other analyses.

re-
has4The readers might be curious about the feature that the two
tours are connected with each other at a larges23

2 point. Becaused
is a phase variable, the contours must be closed asd varies.

th
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V. RESOLVING THE PARAMETER DEGENERACY
BY REACTOR MEASUREMENT OF u13

Now we discuss how reactor experiments can contrib
to resolving the parameter degeneracy. To make our dis
sion as concrete as possible we use a particular long-bas
experiment, the JHF experiment@14#, to illuminate the
complementary role played by reactor and long-baseline
periments. It is likely that the experiment will be carried o
at around the first oscillation maximum (uD31u5p) for a
number of reasons: the dip in energy spectrum in the dis
pearance channel is the deepest, the number of appea
events is nearly maximal@14#, and the twofold degeneracy i
d becomes simple (d↔p2d) for each mass hierarch
@20,24#.5 With the distanceL5295 km, the oscillation maxi-
mum is at aroundE5600 MeV. We take the same mixin
parameters as those used in Fig. 3.

A. Illustration of how reactor measurement helps resolve
the „u13,u23… degeneracy

Let us first give an illustrative example showing how r
actor experiments could help resolve the (u13,u23) degen-
eracy. To present a clear step-by-step explanation of the
lationship between LBL and reactor experiments, we fi

5In order to have this reduction, one has to actually tune the
ergy spectrum so that the cosd term in Eq.~10! averaged over the
energy with the neutrino flux times the cross section vanish
which is shown to be possible in@20#.

FIG. 3. Depicted in the sin22u13-s23
2 plane are the contours de

termined by arbitrarily given values of the appearance probabili

P[P(nm→ne)50.01 andP̄[P( n̄m→ n̄e)50.015 withE/L off the
oscillation maximum (uD31uÞp) at the JHF experiment. Here,s23

2

[sin2u23. The solid and the dashed lines correspond to positive
negativeDm31

2 , respectively. The dash-dotted lines represent
boundary of the region 0.36<s23

2 <0.64 which is presently allowed
by the atmospheric neutrino data, 0.92<sin22u23<1. As indicated
in the figure, there are four solutions for eachs23

2 , and altogether
there are eight solutions as denoted by blobs for any values ou23

Þp/4. The oscillation parameters are taken as follows:Dm31
2

52.531023 eV2, Dm21
2 56.931025 eV2, tan2u1250.38. The

Earth density is taken to ber52.3 g/cm3.
03301
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plot in Fig. 4 the allowed regions in the sin22u13-s23
2 plane by

separate measurements ofP(nm→ne) alone and P( n̄m
→ n̄e) alone. The former are indicated by the regio
bounded by black lines and the latter by gray lines. The so
and dashed lines are used for cases with positive and n
tive Dm31

2 . The values of disappearance and appeara
probabilities are chosen arbitrarily for illustrative purpos
and are given in the caption of Fig. 4. Notice that the ne
tive Dm31

2 curve is located right~left! of the positiveDm31
2

curve in the neutrino~antineutrino! channel. The plot with
measurements in only the neutrino mode has more than
demic interest because the JHF experiment is expected to
only with the neutrino mode in its first phase. We obser
that there is large intrinsic uncertainty in theu13 determina-
tion due to the unknownd, the problem addressed in@20#.
The two regions corresponding to positive and negat
Dm31

2 heavily overlap due to the small matter effect. Wh
two measurements of then andn̄ channels are combined, th
allowed solution becomes a line which lies inside the over
of the n and n̄ regions for each sign ofDm31

2 in Fig. 4.6

In Fig. 5 we have plotted such solutions as two lines, one

n-

s,

6In the absence of the matter effect, the reason why the clo
curve shrinks to a line at the oscillation maximum can be seen
follows. By eliminatingd in Eq. ~10!, it is easy to show that there

are two solutions of sin 2u13.0 for given values ofP, P̄, andu23

off the oscillation maximum (D31Þp), whereas there is only one
solution of sin 2u13.0 at the oscillation maximum (D315p). Even
if we switch on the matter effect, one can easily show by using
approximate formula in@18# that the same argument holds.

s

d
e

FIG. 4. The allowed regions are shown in the sin22u13-s23
2 plane

determined with a given value ofP[P(nm→ne) alone~in this case

P50.025), orP̄[P( n̄m→ n̄e) alone~in this caseP̄50.035) at the
oscillation maximumuD31u5p of the JHF experiment. Each al
lowed region is the area bounded by the black solid~for Dm31

2 .0
with P only!, the black dashed~for Dm31

2 ,0 with P only!, the gray

solid ~for Dm31
2 .0 with P̄ only!, and the gray dashed~for Dm31

2

,0 with P̄ only! line, respectively, where the line with a definit
value of theCP phased sweeps out each region asd varies from 0
to 2p. The oscillation parameters and the Earth density are
same as those in Fig. 3.
7-7
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positive Dm31
2 ~the solid curve! and the other for negative

Dm31
2 ~the dashed curve! at the first oscillation maximum

uD31u5p. It may appear curious that the two curves w
positive and negativeDm31

2 almost overlap with each othe
in Fig. 5. In fact, the slight split between the solid (Dm31

2

.0) and dashed (Dm31
2 ,0) lines is due to the fact that bot

e and the matter effect in the case of the JHF experiment
small. Thus, the degeneracy in the set (u13,u23) is effectively
twofold in this case.

To get a feeling as to whether the reactor experiment
scribed in Sec. III will be able to resolve the degeneracy,
plot in Fig. 5 two sets of degenerate solutions by taking
particular value ofu23, sin22u2350.92, the lower end of the
region allowed by Super-Kamiokande. We denote the t
and fake solutions as (sin22u13,s23

2 ) and (sin22u138 ,s23
2 8), re-

spectively, assuming that the trueu23 satisfiesu23,p/4. We
overlay in Fig. 5 a shadowed region to indicate the accur
to be achieved by the reactor measurement ofu13. If the
experimental errord re(sin22u13) in the reactor measuremen
of sin22u13 is smaller than the difference

dde~sin22u13![usin22u138 2sin22u13u ~11!

due to the (u13,u23) degeneracy, then the reactor experime
may resolve the degeneracy. Notice that once theu23 degen-

FIG. 5. The allowed region in the sin22u13-s23
2 plane becomes a

line when bothP(nm→ne) and P( n̄m→ n̄e) are given@in this case

P(nm→ne)50.025, P( n̄m→ n̄e)50.035] at the oscillation maxi-
mum (uD31u5p, E50.6 GeV for the JHF experiment!, as indicated
in the figure. The solid and the dashed lines are for theDm31

2 .0
and Dm31

2 ,0 cases, respectively. Assumingu23Þp/4, two solu-
tions of (sin22u13,s23

2 ) are plotted; in this figure sin22u23 is taken as
0.92. It is assumed arbitrarily that the solution ofu23 in the first
octant (u23,p/4) is the genuine one, while the one in the seco
octant (u23.p/4) with primes is the fake one. Superimposed in t
figure as a shaded region is the anticipated error in the rea
measurement ofu13 estimated in Sec. III. If the errord re(sin22u13)
is smaller than the differencedde(sin22u13)[usin22u138 2sin22u13u
due to the degeneracy, then the reactor experiment may be ab
resolve it.
03301
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eracy is lifted one can easily obtain four allowed sets
(d,Dm31

2 ) ~although they are still degenerate at almost
same point on the sin22u13-s23

2 plane! because the relation
ship between them has been given analytically in a co
pletely general setting@26#.

B. Resolving power of the„u13,u23… degeneracy
by a reactor measurement

Let us make a semiquantitative estimate of how powe
the reactor method is for resolving the (u13,u23)
degeneracy.7 For this purpose, we compare in this section t
difference of the twou13 solutions due to the degenerac
with the resolving power of the reactor experiment. We co
sider, for simplicity, the special caseuD31u5p, i.e., energy
tuned at the first oscillation maximum. The simplest ca
seems to be indicative of features of more generic cases

As we saw in the previous section, there are two solutio
of u13 due to the doubling ofu23 for a given sin22u23 for in
each sign ofDm31

2 . Then we define the fractional differenc
due to the degeneracy

dde~sin22u13!

sin22u13

. ~12!

It is to be compared withd re(sin22u13)/sin22u13 of the reactor
experiment, whered re(sin22u13) denotes the experimenta
uncertainty estimated in Sec. III, i.e., 0.043 or 0.018. In F
6~a! we plot the normalized errord re(sin22u13)/sin22u13
which is expected to be achieved in the reactor experim
described in Sec. III. We restrict ourselves to an analy
with one degree of freedom, because we expect that the
phase I experiment will provide us with accurate informati
on Dm31

2 by the time the issue is really focused on the d
generacy in JHF phase II. The fractional difference~12! can
be computed from the relation@24#

sin22u138 5sin22u13tan2u231S Dm21
2

Dm31
2 D 2

tan2~aL/2!

~aL/p!2

3@12~aL/p!2#sin22u12~12tan2u23!, ~13!

and the result fordde(sin22u13)/sin22u13 is plotted in Fig.
6~b! as a function of sin2u23 for two typical values ofe. We
notice that the fractional differences differ by up to a fac
of ;2 in the small sin22u23 region between the first (u23
,p/4) and the second octants (u23.p/4). For the best fit
value of the two mass squared differencesDm21

2 (6.9
31025 eV2) and uDm31

2 u (2.531023 eV2), for which e
[Dm21

2 /uDm31
2 u50.028, there is little difference between th

case with sin22u1350.03 and the one with sin22u1350.09. In

7The possibility of resolving the (u13,u23) by a reactor experi-
ment was qualitatively mentioned in@21,34#. An alternative way to
resolve the ambiguity is to look at thene→nt channel because th
main oscillation term in the probabilityP(ne→nt) depends upon
c13

2 . Unfortunately, this idea does not appear to have been expl
in detail, although it is briefly mentioned in@24,25#.
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FIG. 6. ~a! The normalized error at 90% C.L. in the react
measurement ofu13 is given for ssys52%, 10 ton yr@DOF51,
d re(sin22u13)50.043] in gray and forssys50.8%, 40 ton yr@DOF
51, d re(sin22u13)50.018] in black, respectively. Notice that th
number of degrees of freedom becomes 1 once the value ofuDm31

2 u
is known from JHF. ~b! The fractional difference
dde(sin22u13)/sin22u13 due to the degeneracy is plotted as a funct
of sin22u23. Here,dde(sin22u13)[usin22u138 2sin22u13u stands for the
difference between the true solution sin22u13 and the fake one
sin22u138 , and e[Dm21

2 /uDm31
2 u; e56.931025 eV2/2.5

31023 eV250.028 is for the best fit, and an extreme case withe
51.931024 eV2/1.631023 eV250.12, which is allowed at 90%
C.L. ~atmospheric! or 95% C.L.~solar!, is also shown for illustra-
tion. The horizontal axis is suitably defined so that it is linear
sin22u23, where the left half is foru23,p/4 whereas the right hal
is for u23.p/4. The solar mixing angle is taken as tan2u1250.38.
sin22u23>0.92 has to be satisfied due to the constraint from
super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data. If the value
cos22u23 is large enough, the value ofdde(sin22u13)/sin22u13 in-
creases and lies outside the normalized error of the reactor ex
ment; then the reactor result may resolve theu23 ambiguity.
03301
this case they are all approximated by the first term in E
~13!, anddde(sin22u13)/sin22u13 depends approximately onl
on u23, making the analysis easier. On the other hand, if
ratio e[Dm21

2 /uDm31
2 u is much larger than that at the best

point, then the second term in Eq.~13! is not negligible. In
Fig. 6~b!, dde(sin22u13)/sin22u13 is plotted in the extreme
case ofe51.931024 eV2/1.631023 eV250.12, which is
allowed at the 90% C.L.~atmospheric! or the 95% C.L.~so-
lar!, with sin22u1350.03, 0.06, 0.09. From this, we observ
that the suppression in the first term in Eq.~13! is compen-
sated by the second term for sin22u1350.03, i.e., the degen
eracy is small and therefore resolving the degeneracy is
ficult in this case. To clearly illustrate the resolving power
the degeneracy in the reactor measurement, assuming
best fit valuee50.028, we plot in Fig. 7 the region wher
the degeneracy can be lifted in the sin22u13-sin22u23 plane. It
is evident that the reactor measurement will be able to
solve the (u13,u23) degeneracy in a wide range inside i
sensitivity region, in particular foru23 in the second octant.

A quantitative estimation of the significance of the fa
solution requires a detailed analysis of accelerator exp
ments which includes the statistical and systematic error
well as the correlations of errors and the parameter deg
eracies, and it will be worked out in future research.

VI. MORE ABOUT REACTOR VS
LONG-BASELINE EXPERIMENTS

The discussions in the previous section implicitly assu
that the sensitivities of the reactor and LBL experiments w
both n and n̄ channels are good enough to detect the effe
of nonzerou13. However, this need not be true, in particula
in the coming decade. To further illuminate the compleme
tary roles played by reactor and LBL experiments, we exa
ine their possible mutual relationship, including the cas
where there is a signal in the former but none in the la

e
f

ri-

FIG. 7. The shadowed area stands for the region in wh
d re(sin22u13),dde(sin22u13) is satisfied forssys50.8%, 40 ton yr,
DOF51, and for the best fit values of the solar and atmosphe
oscillation parameters. In this shadowed region, the (u13,u23) de-
generacy may be solved. The vertical axis is the same as the
zontal axis of Fig. 6~b!.
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experiments, or vice versa. For ease of understanding by
readers, we restrict our presentation in this section to a v
intuitive level by using a figure. It is, of course, possible
make it more precise by deriving inequalities based on
analytical approximate formulas@18#. Throughout this sec-
tion LBL experiments at the oscillation maximum andu23
5p/4 are assumed.

If a reactor experiment sees affirmative evidence for
disappearance inn̄e→ n̄e ~the case of reactor affirmative!, it
will be possible to determineu13 up to certain experimenta
errors. In this case, the appearance probability in LBL
periment must fall into the regionP(n)6

min<P(n)
<P(n)6

max if the mass hierarchy is known, where th
1 (2) sign refers toDm31

2 .0 (Dm31
2 ,0) and max~min!

refers to the maximum~minimum! value of the allowed re-
gion for P[P(nm→ne), respectively.~See Fig. 8.! Without
knowledge of the mass hierarchy, the probability is with
the region P(n)2

min<P(n)<P(n)1
max. Similar inequalities

are present also for the antineutrino appearance channe
Fig. 8 we present the allowed regions in the cases ofDm31

2

.0 and Dm31
2 ,0 on a plane spanned byP(nm→ne) and

P( n̄m→ n̄e) by taking the two best fit values sin22u1350.08
and 0.04~labeled asa and b) as reactor affirmative case
They are inside the sensitivity region of the reactor exp
ment discussed in Sec. III. We have used a one-dimensi
x2 analysis~i.e., the only parameter is sin22u13) to obtain the
allowed regions in Fig. 8. In doing this we have used

FIG. 8. Predicted allowed regions are depicted in theP-P̄ plane
for the JHF experiment at the oscillation maximum after an af
mative ~a negative! result of the reactor experiment is obtaine

whereP[P(nm→ne) andP̄[P( n̄m→ n̄e) are the appearance prob
abilities, andu235p/4 is assumed. The casesa,b, andc correspond
to sin22u1350.0860.018, sin22u1350.0460.018, and sin22u13

,0.019, respectively. The regions bounded by the solid lines
the dashed lines are for the normal hierarchy (Dm31

2 .0) and the
inverted hierarchy (Dm31

2 ,0), respectively. Each region predic
the maximum (P6

max) and the minimum (P6
min) values ofP for each

hierarchy (1 for the normal and2 for the inverted hierarchy!,
althoughP6

min of the regionc are zero.
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same systematic error of 0.8% and the statistical errors
responding to 40 ton yr measurement by the detector con
ered in Sec. III. For sin22u13&0.02, this particular reacto
experiment would fail~the case of reactor negative! but the
allowed region can be obtained by the same procedure,
is presented in Fig. 8, the region labeled asc. We use the
same LMA parameters as used earlier for Fig. 3 and Fig

We discuss four cases depending upon the two possi
ties of affirmative and negative evidence in each disapp
ance and appearance search in the reactor and long-bas
accelerator experiments. However, it is convenient to or
nize our discussion by classifying the possibilities into tw
categories, reactor affirmative and reactor negative.

A. Reactor affirmative

We have two alternative cases, the LBL appearance se
affirmative or negative.

1. LBL affirmative

The implications of affirmative evidence in the appea
ance search in LBL experiments differ depending upon
region in which the observed appearance probabilityP(n)
falls.

~1! P2
min<P(n)<P1

min or
~2! P2

max<P(n)<P1
max. These cases correspond to t

two intervals that are given by the projection on theP axis of
the whole shadowed region (a or b) minus the projection on
the P axis of the darker shadowed region (a or b) in Fig. 8.
It is remarkable that in these cases not only is the sign
Dm31

2 determined, but also theCP phased is known to be
nonvanishing. IfP(n) is in the former region thenDm31

2 is
negative and sind is positive, whereas ifP(n) is in the latter
thenDm31

2 is positive and sind is negative.
~3! P1

min<P(n)<P2
max. This case corresponds to the in

terval that is given by the projection on theP axis of the
darker shadowed region (a or b) in Fig. 8. In this case,
neither the sign ofDm31

2 nor the sign of sind can be deter-
mined.

It may be worth noting that if the reactor determination
u13 is accurate enough, it could be advantageous for L
appearance experiments to run only in the neutrino m
~where the cross section is larger than that for antineutri
by a factor of 2–3! to possibly determine the sign ofDm31

2

depending upon the region in whichP(n) falls.

2. LBL negative

In principle, it is possible to have no appearance ev
even though the reactor sees evidence for disappeara
This case corresponds to the left edge of the analogous s
owed region in the case of sin22u13.0.02 in Fig. 8, i.e., the
allowed region with sin22u13.0.02 for whichP2

min on theP
axis falls belowP50.005. In order for this case to occur th
sensitivity limits P(n) limit of the LBL experiment must sat
isfy P2

min,P(n) limit , assuming our ignorance of the sign
Dm31

2 . If it occurs thatP2
min,P(n) limit,P1

min , then the sign
of Dm31

2 is determined to be minus.

-

d
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REACTOR MEASUREMENT OFu13 AND ITS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 68, 033017 ~2003!
The P(n) limit of the JHF experiment in its phase I is es
mated to be 331023 @14#.8 Therefore, by using the mixing
parameters typical for the LMA solution, the case of LB
negative cannot occur unless the sensitivity of the rea
experiment becomes sin22u13&0.01. However, in the inter-
mediate stage of the JHF experiment, whereP(n) limit is
larger than 331023, this situation may occur.

B. Reactor negative

If the reactor experiment does not see disappearance on̄e

one obtains the boundu13<u13
RL . We have again two alter

native cases, the LBL appearance search affirmative or n
tive.

1. LBL affirmative

If a LBL experiment measures the oscillation probabil
P(n), then, for a given value ofP(n) the allowed region of
sin 2u13 is given by sin 2u6

min<sin 2u13<sin 2u6
max if the sign

of Dm31
2 is known, and by sin 2u1

min<sin 2u13<sin 2u2
max oth-

erwise. We denote below the maximum and the minim
values ofu13 collectively asumax andumin , respectively. In
Fig. 4, the region bounded by sin 2u1

min and
sin 2u1

max (sin 2u2
min and sin 2u2

max) is indicated as the region
bounded by the solid~dashed! black line for a given value of
s23

2 .
Then, there are two possibilities which we discuss one

one.
~i! u13

RL>umax: In this case no additional information i

obtained by nonobservation of disappearance ofn̄e in the
reactor experiment.

~ii ! umin<u13
RL<umax: In this case we have the nontrivia

constraintumin<u13<u13
RL .

2. LBL negative

In this case, we obtain an upper bound onu13, which,
however, depends on the assumed values ofd and the sign of
Dm31

2 . A d-independent bound can also be derived:u13

<min@u 13
RL,umax#.

8The sensitivity limit of sin22u13 quoted in @14#, sin22u13<6
31023, obtained by using the one-mass-scale approximatione
!1), may be translated into this limit forP(n).
a

-

03301
or

a-

y

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have explored in detail the possibility
measuring sin22u13 using reactor neutrinos. We stressed th
this measurement is free from the problem of parameter
generacies from which accelerator appearance experim
suffer, and that the reactor measurement is complementa
accelerator experiments. We showed that sensitivity
sin22u13*0.02 ~0.05! is obtained with a 24.3 GWth reactor
with identical detectors at near and far distances and wi
data size of 40~10! ton yr, assuming that the relative system
atic error is 0.8%~2%! for the total number of events. In
particular, if the relative systematic error is 0.8%, the error
sin22u13 is 0.018, which is smaller than the uncertainty due
the combined~intrinsic and hierarchical! parameter degen
eracies expected in accelerator experiments. We also sho
that the reactor measurement can resolve the degenera
u23↔p/22u23 and determine whetheru23 is smaller or
larger thanp/4 if sin22u13 and cos22u23 are relatively large.

We took 2% and 0.8% as the reference values for
relative systematic error for the total number of events. 2%
exactly the same figure as in the Bugey experiment wh
0.8% is what we naively expect in the case where we h
two identical detectors, near and far, which are similar to t
of the CHOOZ experiment. It is also technically possible
dig a 200 m depth shaft hole with diameter wide enough
place a CHOOZ-like detector in. Therefore, the discussi
in this paper are realistic. We hope the present paper sti
lates the interest of the community in reactor measurem
of u13.
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